Introduction
Along-track stereo images are acquired on the same orbit by satellites which usually have on board more than one sensor looking at the Earth with different angles, or satellites that can rotate their sensor in the along-track direction. The advantages of along-track stereo images compared with images that are taken from adjacent orbits (across-track) are that they are acquired in almost the same ground and atmospheric conditions. The fundamental point of an alongtrack model is to benefit from the same orbit acquisition, in order to orientate simultaneously all the along-track stereo images.
Generally, there are two ways to describe a phenomenon. The first one is to define and formulate the forces that cause it. The second one is to describe the phenomenon itself without trying to find the reason (force) why this phenomenon happens. In pushbroom sensor modeling, the second way of solving the problem is represented by
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Orbit Mechanics Pantelis Michalis and Ian Dowman models based on affine, polynomial or rational function methods. A critical disadvantage of this approach is that, as the forces that act on the satellite are not known, it is impossible to predict the behavior of the model in parts of the image where no observations are presented. In this paper, the first way of reaching the sensor modeling issue is adopted. The model focuses on solving the exterior orientation of a pushbroom sensor using as few unknown parameters as possible. This is done by trying to find a relationship between the parameters instead of trying to eliminate some of them. Thus, a more stable solution is achieved as the number of unknown parameters is reduced along with the correlation between them. Moreover, the simultaneous solution extends the narrow field of view of each satellite image because all along-track images are treated as one iconic image, with the field of view equal to the angle between the first and the last image. Also, as it is very important to understand how well the image acquisition process is described by the developed model, tie points are not used in any phase of the model solution, as it is essential to find out how the model itself establishes the relative orientation of the images. No self-calibration process is introduced at this stage, where the interior orientation parameters are derived from the specifications.
Theoretical Background: Single Image Model Two Body Problem: Kepler Motion
In astrodynamics, the motion of celestial bodies is concerned with the influence of mutual mass attraction. The simplest form is the motion of the two bodies (two-body motion). For the artificial satellites the mass of the smaller body (the satellite) can be neglected compared with the mass of the central body (the Earth). A system is considered of only two bodies, which are the Earth with mass M and a satellite in an orbit around earth. The fundamental differential equation for two-body problem can be formulated in the following way: where represents the velocity vector due to the mass M in the neglected m, is the vector from M to m, and GM is the Earth gravitational parameter. It is worth emphasizing that Equation 1 is actually the vector form of three simultaneous second-order, non-linear, scalar differential equation in the components of vector as (Battin, 1999) : (2) where (3) and (u x ,u y ,u z ) represent the velocity vector of the corresponding position (X,Y,Z). Even though the second-order vector differential equation is non-linear, it may be solved by a completely general analytical solution (Battin, 1999) . In order to solve this equation, initial values of the velocity and the position vector are needed at a specific time stamp (epoch). The position and the velocity vectors at a specific epoch represent the state vector of the satellite. It is obvious that from Equation 1, it is possible to calculate the state vector of the satellite at a future epoch. The initial quantities can take on many equivalent forms. A classical alternative of the state vector is the orbital elements. Orbital elements are typically used for the scalar magnitude and the angular representation of the orbit. Either set of quantities completely specify the two-body orbit and provide a complete set of initial conditions for solving the differential equation of two-body problem. Time is always associated with a state vector and is often considered the seventh component.
Orbital Elements
The second-order differential equation which describes the relative motion of two bodies is immediately integrable. The constants of integration are the orbital elements (Battin, 1999) . Therefore, as it has already been mentioned, the unknowns in Equation 1 are six. Therefore, six integration constants of the two-body orbit are referred to as the elements of the orbit. Various combinations of elements are found in the literature. In this paper, classical elements are used in sensor modeling.
Five independent quantities are sufficient to completely describe the size, shape, and the orientation of the orbit. A sixth element is required to pinpoint the position of the satellite along the orbit at a particular time. The classical six orbital elements are defined with the help of Figure 1 and Figure 2 as follows:
• a: Semi-major Axis (meters) defining the size of the orbit.
• e: Eccentricity defining the shape of the orbit.
• : True Anomaly (degrees) defining the angle between perigee and the satellite (in the orbit plane).
• i: Inclination (degrees) defining the angle between the equator and the orbit plane.
• ⍀: Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (degrees) defining the angle between vernal equinox and the point where the orbit crosses the equatorial plan (going north).
• : Argument of Perigee (degrees) defining the angle between the ascending node and the orbit's point of closest approach to the earth (perigee).
The orbit of remote sensing satellites are chosen to be near-circular, i.e., to provide a constant distance from the surface of the Earth. While there is no inherent difficulty in calculating position and velocity from known orbital elements with eccentricity close to zero, the reverse task causes practical and numerical problems (Montenbruck and Gill, 2001 ). These problems are due to the singularities arising from the definition of some of the classical orbital elements. The argument of perigee is not a meaningful orbital element for small eccentricities, since the perigee itself is not well defined for an almost circular orbit. Small changes of the orbit may change the perigee location by a large amount. The conversion from state vectors to orbital elements is one of the most common problems in astrodynamics (Bate et al., 1971) .
Rigorous Sensor Model for a Single Image
A rigorous sensor model referred to hereafter as the Kepler model (Michalis, 2005 ) is adopted as the most appropriate to describe the acquisition of a single image. It has, as unknown parameters, the state vector and the rotation angles of the perspective center of the base framelet. As already mentioned in the state of the satellite, it can be described using the state vector or the orbital elements. An alternative model based on orbital elements is developed and evaluated. In order to check the stability of the orbital elements model solution compared to the solution of state vector model, a specific test is done where the base framelet is not constant and is changed along the track with a step of 25 framelets. If there is a dispersion of the unknown exterior orientation parameters along the track, it seems that the solution is not stable. In this test, an ASTER data set that covers the Vegoritis area in Northern Greece, which is a test site for the Centre for Observation and Monitoring of Earthquake and Tectonics (COMET), was used. The ground control points were located on 1:5 000 maps, where a total of 20 reference points were measured in the images having a very good distribution throughout the images, and all of them were used as ground control points.
Dispersion of Orbital Elements Solution
In an ASTER nadir image, the base framelet is changed along the track. In Figure 3 , the dispersion of the semi-major axis is introduced. From Figure 4 , the scatter plot along with the values of the correlation matrixes, a very important conclusion is extracted.
It is found that the semi-major axis is uncorrelated with all other orbital elements (Michalis, 2005) . If the only reason for the inaccuracy of the Kepler orbital elements model is the high-correlation of the orbital elements, the semi-major axis should be constant at least during the acquisition of the image. However, on the scatter plot the values of the semi-major axis vary from 7,073.8 km to 7,076.8 km during a 10 second acquisition time. This means that the information provided (GCPs on a 10 second image) is not enough to calculate precisely a quantity which is valid for 101 minutes. However, in future work, the above statement should be checked along with the improvement of the solution if the orbital elements model is implemented in an along-track image.
On the other hand, the same test was done to the Kepler state vector model. As an example, the scatter plot of the position and the velocity along X-axis are introduced in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , respectively. In order to have the same scale with Figure 4 , the scatter plots are shown are for the first 400 lines.
The scatter plots of the other unknown parameters have the same pattern. This is exactly the expected behavior of the model, where the positions and velocities are changed smoothly without peaks.
The conclusion is that the Kepler orbital elements solution is not stable for the following reasons:
• The high-correlation of the classical orbital elements as the orbit of the remote sensing is near circular.
• The attempt to describe the orbit (shape and orientation), which has a period of almost 101 minutes using information (image) covering only 10 seconds of this orbit, is not valid.
For the above reason, an along-track model will be based on the state vectors rather than that of orbital elements.
Along-track Model Description
The pushbroom model is a kinematic model. The scanning effect on the ground is due to the motion of the satellite. A single image consists of a number of framelets which are independent, one-dimensional images with their own exterior orientation parameters. Thus, in a rigorous sensor model, the satellite motion in space should be described as accurately as possible. In other words, a rigorous sensor model should describe the state of the satellite during the acquisition time of the images. Six parameters are enough to establish the state of the satellite at an epoch (time stamp); these are the state vectors associated with position and velocity vectors. On the other hand, the model should be generic, capable of being used with various along-track sensors. Thus, it is based on the collinearity equations which are generic equations relating the image space with the ground space.
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M a r c h 2 0 0 8 305 However, for the simulation of the acquisition geometry of pushbroom images, the collinearity equations are modified and combined with orbit determination-propagation equations. Although, different versions of this model are introduced, depending mainly on various orbit determination-propagation methods, the initial and fundamental research assumptions are common for all model versions as they have already introduced (Dowman and Michalis, 2003 , 2004 and are found from the literature or adopted in this paper. The most important of them follows:
• The satellite is moving along a well-defined, smooth, close to circular elliptical orbit.
• The images are acquired with a pushbroom scanner using a constant time interval. As a result the coordinates along the flight path have the same scale.
• The satellite sensor model is a kinematic model. A single image consists of a number of framelets.
• The sensor array is approximately perpendicular to the direction of motion.
• The orientation satellite images should be carried out in a geocentric coordinate system in order to avoid distortions caused by Earth curvature and map projection and to facilitate integration with sources of metadata information that may be available.
• The satellite motion during the acquisition time of alongtrack stereo images is a Keplerian motion. In combination with the previous assumption, an inertial coordinate system is used.
• The attitudes (, , and k rotations) of the satellite are remaining constant during the acquisition time of each image.
Modified Collinearity Equations of Pushbroom Scanners
The well-known frame camera collinearity equations need modification before they are applied to pushbroom images. As already mentioned, a pushbroom image consists of a number of consecutive framelets which are acquired due to the satellite motion. Thus, the collinearity equations are modified in a way where the ground coordinates and the rotations of the perspective center are modeled as a function of time:
where c is the focal length, t is the acquisition time of a framelet which is defined in terms of image coordinates, X, Y, Z are the ground coordinates of a point, X c (t), Y c (t), Z c (t) are the ground coordinates of the framelet perspective center as a function of time, is a scale factor which varies from point to point, M(t) is a 3 ϫ 3 rotation matrix which brings the ground coordinate system parallel to the framelet coordinate system as a function of time, y is the y-framelet coordinates of the corresponding point, and y o is a small offset from the perspective center origin.
Fundamental Point in the Sensor Modeling Development
In this section, the fundamental point in the sensor modeling research is introduced. If a thorough examination is taken, to the form of the second-order polynomials (e.g.,
, it is clearly understood that because the results should be in meters, the units of the coefficient a 1 should be in meters/sec, and the b 1 units should be in meters/sec 2 . Definitely, this means that the first-order coefficient represents the velocity of the satellite on the reference axis, and in the same way, the second-order represents the acceleration on the same axis. For the same reason, the first-and second-order coefficients in the rotation angles polynomials represent the angular velocity and the angular acceleration, accordingly.
΅ As a conclusion, using the notation of Equation 1, the X c (t),Y c (t),Z c (t) should be at least, first-order polynomials, representing the position and the velocity of the base point (state vector), while the polynomials c (t), c (t), c (t) at least are constant.
Kepler Model for Along-track Sequence
This version of the model is based on the Kepler problem (Bate et al., 1971) . In the simplest case of two along-track stereo images, the number of unknown parameters is twelve in total. The state vector of the base framelet of the first image represents six of these unknown parameters, while the corresponding state vector of the second image is calculated from the previous one by the Kepler equation and thus is not an unknown in the solution. The other six unknown parameters are the rotation angles of the two images; three rotations for each image, as it is assumed that the rotations remain constant during the acquisition of each image. If these images are treated individually, the number of unknown parameters is nine for each one, which means eighteen unknown parameters in total; thus, the number of unknown parameters is reduced by six. The formulation of the Kepler model of two images case is described in detail by the following equations. The ground coordinates of the base framelet perspective center X c (t), Y c (t), Z c (t) of both images as a function of time is defined as follows: (5) where ϭ t for the first image, ϭ t ϩ dt for the second image, t is the acquisition time a framelet which is defined in terms of each image coordinates (McGlone, 2004) , dt is the time interval between the acquisition of the base framelet of each image, (X o ,Y o ,Z o ) is the position vector of the perspective center of the base framelet of the first image, (u x ,u y ,u z ) is the velocity vector of the perspective center of the base framelet of the first image, and GM is the Earth gravitational parameter with value of 398600.4415 km 3 /s 2 . In the case of more than two along-track images, the Kepler model is extended in a way that the state vectors of the base framelet of all images from the second one to the final one are calculated from the state vector of the base framelet of the first image by the Kepler equation. For each image, three unknown parameters are added representing its rotation angles. It is obvious that the number of unknown parameters is reduced dramatically as the number of images is increased compared to the method where all images are solved individually (Table 1) .
In the Kepler model, all along-track images are treated as one iconic image, where its coordinates are found if the acquisition time interval of the corresponding image from the first image is added (in general, the case of more than two images) on the framelet coordinates of each image. In other words, in the Kepler model, the transition factor from the first image to the others is their acquisition time interval.
Lambert-Gauss Model
This version of the model is based in the Gauss-Lambert problem (Bate et al., 1971) . It can be used by itself only in the case of two along-track stereo images. The number of unknown parameters is twelve in total (Table 1 ). In the case of more than two images, it is used in combination with the Herrick-Gibbs method (Bate et al., 1971) . The position vectors of the base framelet of both images represent six of the unknown exterior orientation parameters. The velocity vectors of the base framelet of each image are related to the position vectors by the Gauss-Lambert method, and thus are not unknowns in the solution. The other six unknown parameters are the rotation angles of the two images as in Kepler model. The ground coordinates of the base framelet of the first image are defined as follows:
The ground coordinates of the base framelet of the second image are defined as follows: (7) where (X i ,Y i ,Z i ), (u ix ,u iy ,u iz ), and (a ix ,a iy ,a iz ) is the position, velocity, and acceleration vectors of the perspective center of the base framelet of both images (i ϭ 1, 2), respectively, and f, g, f . , g . are the transition functions (Bate, 1971; Michalis, 2005) .
In the Gauss-Lambert model, both along-track images are also treated as one iconic image. However, it is assumed that the framelet coordinates are calculated from the corresponding base framelet of each image. In other words, this model divides the iconic image in two segments with their own perspective centers, which are related to each other by Gauss-Lambert equations.
Combined Gauss-Lambert and Herrick-Gibbs Model For more than two along-track images, the Gauss-Lambert model can be used in combination with the Herrick-Gibbs method. In case of a triplet, the combined model is developed in the following way: the position vectors of each image are unknowns in the solution (nine unknowns). Using the Herrick-Gibbs method, the velocity vector of the middle image is calculated. On the other hand, using the Gauss-Lambert model, the velocity vectors of both edge images are also calculated. The rotation angles of each image are unknown parameters in the solution (another nine unknowns); thus, the unknown parameters is eighteen in total. The number of unknown parameters is reduced by nine, compared to the solution where the three images are solved individually (Table 1 ). The velocity vector of the middle image is calculated as follows: This combined method could be extended in the case of more than three along-track images where the velocity vectors of the intermediate along-track images are calculated by Herrick-Gibbs method.
Model Evaluation
The evaluation process of the along-track stereo sensor model is presented in this section. In this process, SPOT5-HRS images are used. The High Resolution Stereoscopic instrument (HRS) has two telescopes and acquires stereopairs at a 90-second interval of 120 km swath with viewing angles of Ϯ 20°along the track of the satellite, with a B/H ratio of about 0.8. A comparison is made between a single image sensor model and the various versions of the along-track sensor model.
Data Sets: Reference Data
Two SPOT-HRS data sets are used for this evaluation which is provided under the SPOT Assessment Project (SAP) set up by CNES and ISPRS. The first one covers an area located around Aix-en-Provence in southeastern France. The ground control points were originally provided by IGN for the OEEPE test of SPOT data and were mainly extracted from 1:25 000 maps. A total of 33 reference points were measured in HRS images having a good distribution on the images. The image coordinates are measured manually in 2D. Twelve of them are used as ground control points in this evaluation process while the remaining 21 are used as checkpoints. The second data set covers an area in Bavaria and Austria. A total of 81 points measured with ground surveying methods are provided, where only 41 points have been identified in the images (Poli, et al., 2005) . The exact image coordinates of the points have been measured with unconstrained least square matching, i.e., by measuring the points in the master image manually.
Orbit Mechanic Model Evaluation
An accuracy assessment of the different orbit determinationpropagation methods used in the along track-model is introduced in this section. This evaluation process takes
place in an inertial space in order to meet the fundamental assumption of the Keplerian motion. The extracted values of the models are compared with the navigation data of SPOT5 which are included in the metadata file of HRS images with accuracy better than one meter (SPOT, 2002) ; thus, it is assumed that they represent the true values of the unknown exterior orientation parameters. The navigation data which are used in this evaluation are the position and velocity vectors of the satellite measured by the DORIS system every 30 seconds with respect to ITRF90 (almost identical to WGS84). These data need to be transformed to an inertial coordinate system, and then be interpolated in order to find the state vectors of the base framelets of each image. In the interpolation process, instead of Lagrange interpolation as suggested in the SPOT Satellite Geometry Handbook, (SPOT, 2002) , third-order polynomials are used. The achieved accuracy (RMSE) of the interpolation process is determined to be better than one centimeter for the position vector and better than one millimeter per second for the velocity.
In the accuracy evaluation of Herrick-Gibbs model, a third state vector is needed. For this reason, it is assumed that in the sequence of two along-track HRS images, an imaginary-nadir image is added. From the metadata file, the time acquisition of this image is found assuming that it was acquired at the middle of the time interval between the HRS images. In Table 2 the difference from the SPOT metadata values is presented for this imagery-image in order to have a direct comparison of all orbit mechanics methods.
From Table 2 , the velocity vector, which is calculated by all methods, seems to be the better approximated by Herrick-Gibbs method and by Gauss-Lambert method. It seems that the combination of three position vectors in the model instead of one position and one velocity vector (Kepler model) or two position vectors (Gauss-Lambert model) provides better accuracy. It seems that for the same orbit period, the increase of the position vectors leads to an improvement of the accuracy of the model.
HRS Data Solution with GCPs

Aix-en-Provence Test Site
In Table 3 , the RMSE of GCPs and Independent Check Points (ICP), when HRS images are solved as single images and in an along-track sequence, is given. In the case where the HRS images are solved separately the number of unknown parameters is 18, while in along-track models, it is 12. The RMSE values are almost the same in X and Y direction, while in Y direction, the single image solution gives slightly better value. However, the RMSE of checkpoints in the case of along-track sequence is better than in the single image solution, especially in the Y direction where the improvement is about two times. Moreover, the most interesting point is where in the images this improvement occurs. In Figure 6 is shown the coordinate difference of the checkpoints along the Y-axis; the larger improvements are at the edges of the images. It seems that the along-track sensor model overall better represents the image acquisition geometry than the single image solution. The single image model is also based on Kepler equation (Michalis, 2005) .
An additional test is made to solve the along-track Kepler model using as few GCPs as possible. Theoretically, the number of unknown parameters in this model for two along-track images is 12 in total. Thus, three GCPs are enough to have a solution. In Table 4 , the RMSE of the same 21 checkpoints, which are used in the previous HRS, is presented in cases of three, four, and six GCPs.
If Table 3 is compared with Table 4 the conclusions are:
• The along-track model with just four GCPs has almost the same accuracy as a single image solution with 12 GCPs. It should be mentioned here that if the HRS images are solved separately, the number of unknown parameters is 18; thus with four GCPs, there is no solution.
• The along-track model using six GCPs reaches the accuracy of the along-track model with 12 GCPs.
Bavaria Test Site
Finally, 37 reference points are used in the evaluation of the Bavarian site. From these points, 27 are used as ICPs in all cases of the evaluation of this test site using different numbers of GCPs (Table 5) . From this table, the conclusion is that the accuracy of the solution is improved two times in comparison to the previous test site. It seems that the better quality of the reference data in the second case is the obvious reason for this improvement. However, it is found that six GCPs are enough to provide accepted accuracy in the solution, as it is also found in the first test site. image. However, the viewing angles in SPOT metadata file are not calculated from the perspective center (Michalis and Dowman, 2005) . When trying to establish a generic photogrammetric solution, additional information is required, which is the offset and the rotations (unknowns) from the navigation system (body-fix system) to the framelet coordinate system (image system) for each one of the HRS images. This information can be obtained from calibration. It needs to be done only once, as the relation between these coordinates systems do not change with time. For all the models which are developed until now, the ground coordinates of the perspective center of the base framelet (X o ,Y o ,Z o ) should be reformed as follows:
where represents the rotation matrix from navigation to framelet coordinate system, and represent the offsets from the from navigation to framelet coordinate system. Unfortunately, the data set used for this evaluation was acquired before September 2003; before that time SPOT5 location performances were affected by a bad initialization of the on-board star tracker's relativist compensation process (Bouillon and Gigord, 2004; Bouillon, 2004, personal communication) . A formulation is given to correct the metadata information. However, this formulation is based on Viewing Geometry Model, which is incompatible with the model introduced in this paper. Thus, in order to solve the above problem, new data sets are needed which are acquired after September 2003. The model could then be applied without ground control points.
Conclusions and Further Work
This is the first time that a rigorous along-stereo sensor model has been developed in this way, where the collinearity equations are used directly with orbit determinationpropagation methods. It is proven that using this combination, the accuracy, precision and stability of the solution is improved compared to the single image models. It is a simple model from a user point of view, as little information is required in advance, and the effort of the user is only to measure the reference points (if needed). Tie points or weights on the estimator are not used in order to investigate the behavior of the model itself during the acquisition of the along-track images.
The fundamental assumption is that Keplerian motion is maintained along the acquisition time of the along-track images. Various versions of the model are developed based on different orbit determination-propagation methods. From the evaluation process the following conclusions are extracted:
• In the same orbit period, the increase of the number of position vectors leads to an improvement of the accuracy of the orbit model. • The along-track sensor model is a better representation of the image acquisition geometry. The larger improvements are at the edges of the images.
• The number of GCPs needed in order to have accepted accuracy is definitely less in case of the along-track model than in case where the images are solved separately. For HRS images which cover an area of 120 km by 60 km, it seems that six well-distributed GCPs are enough. The most important work that should be done is the in-flight calibration of SPOT5-HRS. Thus, new data which was acquired after September 2003 is needed, along with high accuracy reference data. The next step is the self-calibration process. An in-depth investigation should be carried out to reduce the number of unknown attitude parameters. Another very important step is to test the model on the forthcoming ALOS-PRISM high-resolution, three-line scanner, where it is believed that the stability of the solution will be increased with the three-line geometry. The sensor model which is based on the orbital elements (rather than state vectors) should be tested in along-track sequence. Finally, the model should be linked with DEM generation software. It is a field where the use of a good sensor model is critical. It is obvious that it is great opportunity to test the precision, accuracy, and the stability of the model.
